Built with flexibility in mind, these handsome floor displays are perfect to merchandise all of the top Universal Designs® products in one easy location! The Pass It On® Plus Tower conveniently showcases the top 72 Pass It On® designs, along with an assortment of the top-selling Universal Designs bookmarks. For added versatility, view our full assortment of bookmarks on pages 122-139.

A. YSSPS
Pass It On® Plus Tower Display
23" W x 72" H x 24" D
Includes 25 pieces each of the top 72 Pass It On® designs, 12 pieces each of the top 40 VerseMark™ designs, 6 pieces each of the top 40 Bible Basics designs, 12 pieces each of the top 24 magnetic bookmark designs, 25 pieces each of 12360UD - 12362UD, 12369UD acrylic giftware and a free display unit.

B. YS605
Pass It On® Plus Counter Display
23" W x 24" H x 24" D
Includes 50 pieces each of the top 48 Pass It On® designs, 9 pieces each of the top 16 Bible Basics designs, 40 pieces each of 12360UD, 12362UD - 12369UD acrylic giftware, 20 pieces of 12361UD acrylic giftware and a free display unit.
DISPLAYS

UNIVERSAL DESIGNS® TOWER DISPLAY

Perfect for merchandising impulse product, these contemporary floor displays expertly showcase the best-selling Universal Designs® product!

Y5997
Universal Designs® tower Display
28" W x 65" H x 26" D
Names to Remember™ filled display includes:
- 3 pieces each of 324 Names to Remember™
- 24 pieces each of Any Name Available Cards
- 9 pieces each of the top 18 Bible Basics designs
- 12 pieces each of the top 24 VerseMarks™ designs
- 12 pieces each of the top 24 magnetic bookmark designs
- 40 pieces each of 12404UD, 12405UD, 12401UD acrylic giftware, 20 pieces each of 12402UD and 12403UD acrylic giftware and a free display unit.
ACRYLIC GIFTWARE

**DISPLAYS**

**A.** 12360UD  Horizontal Frame
Acrylic: 3" W x 2" H

**B.** 12361UD  Vertical Frame
Acrylic: 2" W x 3" H

**C.** 12362UD  Magnetic Frame
Acrylic/Magnet/Metal
3" W x 2" H

**D.** 12369UD  Key Chain
Acrylic/Metal
3" W x 2" H

These functional acrylic giftware pieces encourage customers to create their own gift. Each acrylic frame can feature a Pass It On® card or a personal photograph of a loved one!

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
Introducing a new countertop display for the best-selling Pass It On® cards. This attractive point-of-purchase display showcases the top 18 Pass It On designs, as well as the popular acrylic giftware pieces.

PASS IT ON® DISPLAY

YSS93
Pass It On® Display with Acrylic Giftware
20.5" W x 11.75" H x 7" D
18 Asst, 960 pcs per unit
Includes 50 pieces each of 18 top-selling Pass It On® cards and 15 pieces each of acrylic giftware 12360UD, 12361UD, 12362UD, 12369UD and a free display unit.
NEW YS67

Verse Cards™ Display
with Product and
Acrylic Cushion
17.75” W x 11.5” H x 5” D
18 Assorted designs
349 pcs per unit
Includes 18 pieces each of
YS614-YS622 and 13779UD-
13953UD, and 5 pieces each of
12401UD-12405UD,
and a free display unit.
Bible Basics feature favorite verses and basic biblical information for quick reference. A great gift for Bible studies, friends and family members; these bookmarks are customer favorites!

YS999
Bookmark Filled Display
9.25" W x 16.5" H x 3.5" D, 6 Asst, 36 pcs per unit
Includes 6 pieces each of the top 6 Bible Basics and a free display unit.

YS708
Filled Display
14" W x 30" H x 14" D, 36 Asst, 216 pcs per unit
Includes 6 pieces each of the top 36 Bible Basics and a free display unit.
**VERSEMARK™ DISPLAYS**

**A. YT002**
Filled VerseMark™ Display
14" W x 30" H x 14" D
12 Asst. 432 pcs per unit
Includes 12 pieces each of 36 top-selling VerseMark™ designs and a free display unit.

**B. YT014**
Filled VerseMark™ Display
9.25" W x 16.5" H x 3.5" D, 6 Asst. 72 pcs per unit
Includes 12 pieces each of VerseMark™ designs and a free display unit.

**C. YT003**
Filled VerseMark™ Display
14" W x 65" H x 14" D
72 Asst. 864 pcs per unit
Includes 12 pieces each of 72 top-selling designs and a free display unit.

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
A. **NEW YT010**
Slatwall Poster Display with Product
37" W x 75.5" H x 23.5" D
576 pcs per unit
Includes 12 pieces each of 36 top-selling
Large Poster designs, 6 each of 24 top-selling
Small Poster designs and a free display unit.

B. **NEW YT011**
Poster Endcap Display with Product
37" W x 75.5" H x 23.5" D
576 pcs per unit
Includes 12 pieces each of 36 top-selling
Large Poster designs, 6 each of 24 top-selling
Small Poster designs and a free display unit.